Verifiable Environmental Contributions
From Pledges to Proven Actions
4 pillars to foster efficient and authentic action

**Carbonable Funder**
A gateway to tailored and trusted environmental project funding

**Carbonable Projects**
A Hub for Projects’ Tasks, Budgets, and Reporting

**Carbonable Portfolio**
A unified platform to streamline environmental contributions

**Carbonable Prover**
The Technological Trust Layer for all your Eco-Contributions
Introducing Carbonable

The ProSuite for funding, managing, reporting and proving environmental contributions

Elevate and secure your contribution process, from strategic planning to execution
Giving Access to Tailored & Trusted Funding

- Tech-powered Sourcing & Ratings
- Margins Transparency & Cost-efficiency
- Financial Decision-Making Tool
- Risk Diversification
Your Hub for Projects’ Tasks, Budgets, and Reporting

- Team collaboration and progress
- Plan your budget and expenses at every steps
- Ensure the integrity from ground to stakeholders
- Report verifiable extra-financial value
3.0 ERP: Streamlining contributions from A to Z

- Unified Portfolio Management
- Dynamically aggregating key data
- Seamlessly Plan, Manage, Monitor, Report
- Accounting & Auditability
The Trust Layer for all your Eco-Contributions

- From Mistrust to Proven Data and Action
- Provider agnostic: cover the entire value chain
- Time stamp for Transparency & Traceability
- Auditable for incoming regulations (CSRD)
“Carbonable emerged as an ideal partner thanks to its agility in aligning international projects with our eco-social goals, its transparent pricing for quality projects, its state-of-the-art monitoring and reporting tools, as well as its all-in-one contribution management platform.”

Alexandre Panel - Green Mission Manager
Unified. Seamless. Reliable.

From environmental commitments to proven execution